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Abstract

We propose a new, deterministic, method of solution of the
nuclear Boltzmann equation. In this "Weighted Particle Method" two-body
collisions are treated by a Master equation for an occupation probability of
each numerical particle. We apply the method to the quadrupole motion of
12C. A comparison with usual stochastic methods is made. Advantages and
disadvantages of the Weighted Particle Method are discussed.



Numerical simulations (BUU [1], VUU [2] or Landau-Vlasov [3])
based on the Nuclear Boltzmann Equation (NBE [4]) have extensively been
done for intermediate-energy heavy-ion reactions. In all these calculations a
stochastic treatment of two-body collisions has been used to simulate the
equation [1-6]. The stochastic method has advantages : in its crudest version
numerical calculations are fast and, in principle, it is possible to improve
numerical accuracy by using a large number of pseudo particles per physical
nucleon. However, the results inevitably contain numerical noise and
symmetries which the NBE should maintain are sometimes violated. This
makes simulations depart from the underlying NBE which does not contain
any fluctuations. Hence it is of importance to be able to solve the NBE in a
way free from uncontrolled numerical noise. A next step would then be to
introduce the proper physical fluctuations, such as the ones contained in the
recently proposed Boltzmann-Langevin equation [7], starting from a sound
numerical scheme. This would, for example, be relevant for our
understanding of intermediate-mass fragment production in heavy-ion
collisions at some tens of MeV per nucleon. In this note we develop a
method which preserves the deterministic aspect of the NBE, namely the
Weighted Particle Method (WPM) which has recently been introduced for
transport phenomena in semi-conductors [8].

First we derive the basic equations of WPM. The NBE for the
phase space distribution function f(r,p,t) is

- . r - r . p
dt m " (1)
The collision term I in the Uehling-Uhlenbeck approximation [9] is given by
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where g=4 is a degeneracy factor̂  da/dQ the nucleon-nucleon differential
cross section, e=p2/2m (for a/ocal mean field) and f=l-f.

In WPM f(r,p,t)/is approximated by a swarm of numerical
particles {?i(t),5i(t),fi(t)>(

f ( r \ p , t ) = w £ f i ( X ) 8 3 ( r - r i ) ( 2 i e ) 3 5 3 (p-pi )
1 = 1 (3)



where w is a normalization constant determined by

(4)

A being the total number of nucleons in the system. In Eq. (3) N is the
number of numerical- particles, ?i(t), pi(t) and fi(t) are the position,
momentum and time-dependent "occupation factor" of the i-th numerical
particle, respectively. In our semi-classical picture of the nuclear dynamics
the weights fi(t)'s are somewhat analogous to the occupation numbers of
single-particle states in extended TDHF calculations [10]. For nuclei in their
ground states the fi's are assumed to be 1 for particles with energies below
the Fermi energy and 0 otherwise. In WPM, the dissipation induced by the
Uehling-Uhlenbeck collision integral causes the fi's to become fractional,
ultimately becoming Fermi factors in a fully equilibrated "hot" system. In
the same way as Eq.(3) representsjhe occupied phase space distribution, one
can define a distribution function f for the unoccupied phase space as

i = l (5)

The phase space integration of f is given by

i (6)

where V is a phase space volume to be used in a numerical calculation. The
phase space integration in Eq.(6) is thus restricted to V.

The mean field part of Eq.(l) is easily simulated by propagating
the particles according to the Newtonian equations of motion

m

Pi=-o r.uvr; ( 4 )

Substituting Eqs.(3) and (5) into Eq.(l), we get a Master equation for the
fi's,
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The Newtonian equations Eq.(7) and the above Master equation are the basic
equations of WPM. It is easy to show that the WPM equations formally
conserve the total number of particles and the total energy and momentum.

We apply the WPM to a quadrupole motion of i 2 C to study
whether this method works or not. In the following we explain the
numerical procedure. The ground-state distribution function fo is
approximated by a tensor product of two spheres in 6-dimensional phase
space

f 0 ( r , p ) = @(R- | r | ) ®(p F - | p | ) (9)

where we choose R= 1.12 A I/3 and pF=1.36fm. This phase space distribution
is represented by N I numerical particles. To compare WPM with BUU [1],
we use the same initialization as used in most BUU calculations : Ni/A=100,
the N I numerical particles being randomly distributed according to Eq.(9).
The quadrupole motion is excited by scaling fo in momentum space:

f ( r »Px>Py>Pz> t = 0) = f 0 ( r , p x - a x , p y - < x y , p z + 2 a z )

where a is a parameter determining the amplitude of the motion. We choose
cc=0.1pF/(2R). The unoccupied phase space is chosen as

f 0 = l - f 0 ( r , p ) = e ( R - | r | ) 0(|p|-pF)©(pmax-|p|) (11)

To make the phase space volume per numerical particle for the unoccupied
space the same as that for the occupied space, we choose pmax=l-26pF. The
unoccupied numerical particles are initially scaled in the same way as the
occupied ones. Eqs.(7) are solved with the same subroutine as used in most
BUU calculations[5]. Since the unoccupied numerical particles have higher
momentum than the occupied ones, some of them are unbound and escape
eventually from the mean field. In principle, new numerical particles, the
number of which corresponds to that of escaped numerical particles, should
be supplied to the interaction zone. As a first approximation, instead of
supplying new numerical particles, we deepen the mean field potential by
adjusting the attractive part of the potential to keep most of the unoccupied



numerical particles inside the interaction zone. The mean field potential
thus obtained is by 15 MeV deeper at the nuclear matter density than the
original potential installed in the BUU code [5]. The modified potential is
used for all calculations based on the WPM, BUU and Vlasov equations. The
most time consuming part of the numerical calculation is the evaluation of
the right-hand side of Eq.(8). To make the calculation feasible, we divide
real space into cubic cells with volume Ifm3 and evaluate Eq.(8) for each
cell using the numerical particles contained inside the cell. The delta
functions for momentum and energy conservations are replaced by step
functions, the widths of which being chosen according to the number of
numerical particles (for sake of consistency) : 0(Ap-p)/2Ap with
Ap=40MeV/c for each momentum component, and 0(A£-e)/2A£ with
Ae=30MeV for energy (the value of 2Ap is approximately the average
distance between two numerical particles in momentum space). We use an
isotropic nucleon-nucleon cross section of do/dQ=40mb/4jc, and a time step
of 0.25fm/c. Equation (8) is quite stable and the fi's always stay between 0
and 1. The total number of particles and the total momentum are conserved
quite well. Of course the computation time for the WPM method is much
larger than the one needed by a BUU algorithm, but it remains comparable
to the one for pseudo-particle methods [3,6].

The time evolution of the quadrupole moment in momentum space
is shown in Fig.l. The solid curve is the WPM result, the dotted curve the
Vlasov result (no two-body collisions) and the dashed curve the result
obtained with the BUU code of ref.[5]. Since the phase space is sampled with
a limited number of numerical particles in a random way, the amplitude and
pattern of the quadrupole oscillation somewhat depend on the set of random
numbers (the frequency of the oscillation, however, is almost independent of
the set of random numbers). The following discussion, therefore, has only a
qualitative meaning. The damping of the motion found in the Vlasov
calculation is due partly to particle emission and partly to dissipation caused
by the smoothing used in the calculation of the mean field [5]. Both the
WPM and BUU results give a larger damping rate than the Vlasov one. This
is due to the additional dissipation caused by nucleon-nucleon collisions. The
fluctuations seen in the BUU result are due to the stochastic way of
evaluating nucleon-nucleon collisions. Since the effects of nucleon-nucleon
collisions are treated in a deterministic way in WPM, there are no such
fluctuations in the WPM result.

In summary, we explored the possibility of solving the Boltzmann
equation, using a new method i.e. the Weighted Particle Method. We applied
the method to the quadrupole motion of 12C and obtained a damping rate
comparable to the one obtained in a usual stochastic approach. The
advantage of this method is the deterministic treatment of nucleon-nucleon
collisions. Since numerical particles always obey the Newtonian equations of



collisions. Since numerical particles always obey the Newtonian equations of
motion, macroscopic quantities like quadrupole moment are smooth
functions of time. In addition it can be explicitly proven that by increasing
the number of numerical particles one recovers the exact solution of the
Boltzmann equation [8]. With such a method, as can also be seen from
Eq.(8), one would hence be properly sensitive to the value of the nucleon-
nucleon cross-section entering the collision integral and the Pauli blocking
factors would be accurately evaluated (up to the accuracy for a given
number of numerical particles). These two last aspects, which are of prime
physical relevance, are more difficult to treat in stochastic approaches.

The difficulties are in the treatment of the unoccupied phase space,
which requires a great care and asks for some experience. In cases where
particles in the continuum play an important role like in heavy-ion
collisions, new numerical particles have to be supplied to a region where
particles are strongly interacting. This causes technical difficulties for high
dimensional systems, which are currently being studied.
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Figure captions

Figure 1.

Time evolution of the quadrapole moment in momentum space for the
quadrupole motion of 12C. Solid line depicts the WPM result, dashed curve
the BUTJ result and dotted curve the Vlasov result.
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